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Allison Hamilton-Rohe
Allison Hamilton-Rohe is a Personal Style Coach,
Founder and CEO of DailyOutfit. She created a unique,
trademarked formula to help you translate what makes
you amazing into a personal style you inhabit with
ease. A global nomad, she is currently living in Silver
Spring, MD with her husband, two kids, Dutch bunny
and new Doodle rescue. To learn more about her work,
check out www.dailyoutfit.com or connect with her on
LinkedIn, Pinterest or Twitter.
Want your FREE Personal Style Starter Series? Click here to receive it!

I Love My Clients!
Identify as female
Entrepreneurial spirit
Ready to speak more
Progressive and running for office
If you recognize yourself in this, I am here to help you!
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Speaking Topics
My passion for personal style fuels me to share my
vision, understanding and work with men and
women all over the world. Choose from one of the
options below, or engage me as a funny and
compelling panelist or moderator.

The Power of Personal Style - 20 minute talk
Wish you felt excited to get dressed every morning? Are you ready to stand out instead of
blending in at work? Do you want to feel comfortable and look like your most awesome self when
you’re about to walk into a room full of people? Join Personal Style Coach Allison Hamilton-Rohe
to discover and learn how to wield the power of personal style.
*Specific tips and tricks can be added to this talk on topics such as sustainability, budget,
speaking or job-search preparation.

Style Starts Now! - 90 minute workshop
This 90-min workshop is designed to launch you on your personal style journey so you can propel
your purpose forward. Personal Style Coach Allison Hamilton-Rohe will walk us through her
unique formula in a true workshop setting. We'll tackle your style blocks and begin to fast-track
your journey towards a personal style that supports you moving forward.
*A live "Hot Seat" can be added to this talk for a 2-hour workshop.
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Previous Speaking Engagements
2019
Guided Podcast, Interviewee, 600+ people, January 2019
Power of Personal Style Webinar, 20+ people, February 2019
Families in Global Transition - DC Monthly Meeting, Speaker, 25+ people, March 2019;
University of Maryland Student Veterans Networking Event, Speaker, 40+ people, April 2019
Tandem Nomads Podcast, Interviewee, 60k+ people, April 2019
RLAH Real Estate Group, Speaker, 50+ people, June 2019
District Bliss, Workshop Leader, 60+ people, July 2019
"That's What's Up With That" Master Class with Maggy Sterner, 50+ people, July 2019
"Money Matters Podcast" with Maggie Germano, 50+ people, July 2019
"Spotlight on Personal Branding" at Rowan-Tree, 25+ people, September 2019
"Self-Love Summit" with Katrine Horn, 500+ people, September 2019
"Organizing Your Wardrobe To Organize Your Life" Live Training, 50+ people, October 2019

2018
Creative Boost Workshop, “Style Starts Now!” 20+ people, October 2018
40+ Plus Career Group, Speaker, 20+ people, December 2019
Professional Women’s Network Webinar, “Holiday Parties: Your Opportunity for Visibility, 40k+
people, December 2019

2017
Women’s Entrepreneur Club, “The Power of Personal Style Workshop,” 15+ people, January
2017
#DareToBeAGirl, Moderator, 100+ people, February 2017
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Testimonials
“I really enjoyed Allison’s talk because she considers all aspects of me.
She looks at who I am, where I want to go and what shapes and colours
I have. A truly holistic approach which I have not seen anywhere else.
Her advice was honest and authentic and to the point. Her feedback
supports my confidence and helps me to make bold and characteristic
choices that totally fit me and my mission.”
– Marja Godvliet, Founder, Women Entrepreneur Club

“I especially appreciated how Allison incorporated psychological research
and really aimed at empowerment. So often when you try to figure out
style, you end up feeling defeated and inadequate because you don’t fit a
particular mold. Allison’s seminar left me feeling invigorated and excited to
discover how I can make what I have naturally work for me!”
– Ruby Snyder

“Allison’s presentation at Spark opened up so much for me. As mothers,
we live with a lot of guilt about wanting to be individuals and pursue our
passions. We are always balancing between career and motherhood.
Allison’s admissions and being so very vulnerable in her speech allowed
for me, and maybe more women, to be okay with it. AND, more
importantly, to keep going forward!”
– Susan de Vriend, Spark! A Conference for Female Entrepreneurs
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